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I should note that this plug-in plays very much like the one in Audacity, which means that only one compressor per
track is used per track and all compressors add feedback. Although the interface may not be as user friendly as

Audacity, it is probably the most flexible and powerful I have ever used. The SSL Duende in its Duende Bus Comp.
version is a tube-sounding full-blown bus compressor. With the SSLCompressor, youre not seeing the part of the room

youre listening to, which is a very useful feature in true hi-fi to help you distiguish sounds and understand how the
SSL Duende is acting in the room. Its the kind of plug-in that in the beginning can be overpowering for the song itself,
but if you can find the right balance, you will be rewarded with an unbelievable effect that can completely change a
song's character and the presentation of a mix. Its rare to find a compressor with a similar effect anywhere else, so
when I found this on the RSQ website, I could not wait to get my hands on it. This plug-in is worth the wait! With the

release of the plugin, and this new SSL LMC module, it was now possible to recreate many classic techniques for
volume and compression on isolated drums using the MS system. Some of these techniques are detailed below. Each
of the super-low latency Listen Mic Compressors was eminently suitable for this task; their fixed attack and release
times, coupled with the ability to program almost endless amounts of gain reduction by simply changing the ratio
between pre- and post-engage. I couldnt help but wonder: if I had only 1 or 2 of these uber compressors, could I

model my system perfectly and compress everything without alsomuch 'bus compressor' sound? Well, it seems that
the answer would be yes, and the combination of SSLs classic LMCs and brand new LMC+ modules sounds fantastic.
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itd be remiss of me not to mention the.comp folder. this folder contains an assortment of goodies, from 3d harmonics to
the x-over modulation effect. but the real star of the show is the new list of effects, one of which is the listener decorator.
the listener decorator is a delay effect which replaces the individual delay line elements of a typical delay effect with a set
of sturdier-looking physical delay-lines that allow much longer delay times without distortion. the listener decorator is set
in the fx panel of the plug-in, but can be switched off and on at will. take a listen to the listener decorator at work in the

video below, and try setting it to long delays in the section with the in-channel eq. youll see what i mean. i was in luck. the
same guy who wrote the original listen mic compressor made the ssl lmc, so i knew that i could figure out the code, or at
least the basics. the first thing i did, was to rip the successor to my hard drive. as expected, its a very small application,

and it ran in no time. for those of you who have used the original listen mic compressor, you know what i mean when i say
that. you can hook it up to your daw, run it in audit mode, select a track, hit record, and when its done, hit stop. its that
simple. ok, thats great, but how does it work? and how do i access it? the first thing i did was go to the help menu, and

look for a page called the ssl lmc-1 plug-in basics. there was a lot of info there, and i spent an hour or two going through it.
i didnt understand a lot of it, but i got the gist of the ssl lmc-1. then i tried to figure out how to get it working. i had to take
out all the other plug-ins i had on my track, so i could do some serious tracking with the new ssl lmc-1. what was i using?
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